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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2020048833A1] The invention relates to a wafer boat for holding wafers, in particular semiconductor wafers. The wafer boat has at least
two elongate holding elements. Each holding element consists of quartz and has a plurality of parallel holding slots running perpendicularly to the
longitudinal extent. Furthermore, the wafer boat has elongate supporting elements, each holding element being assigned at least one supporting
element. The supporting elements consist of a second material different from quartz. In a working orientation of the wafer boat, the supporting
elements are at least partly below the respective holding elements in the direction of gravity. The wafer boat also has two end plates, between which
the holding elements are arranged and fastened in such a way that the holding slots of the holding elements are aligned with one another. SiC and
Si-SiC, for example, can be used as the second material, but any other material which, by virtue of higher strength, dimensional stability and/or
temperature resistance than the material of the holding elements, is suitable for supporting the holding elements can also be used. Furthermore, the
requirement that the material of the supporting elements must not contaminate the wafers can be met more easily, because the wafers are not in
direct contact with the supporting elements.
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